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MM 500-X

EAN No. 40 44155 07787 8
UPC No. 6 15104 22774 3
Art. No. 504514
General Data 
Wearing style Circumaural  
Ear cup style Closed acoustics 
Technology Bluetooth® 2.1 + EDR / Supported profiles: A2DP + AVRCP + HSP + HFP / Codec: SBC, apt-X®
Talk time 20h 
Play time 10h 
Charging time 3h 
Range 10m 
Weight 179g 
Headphones 
Frequency response 15–22,000Hz (*) 
Distortion Less than 0.1% at 1kHz 
Distortion Sound pressure level 
(1kHz, 1mW) 

107dB  

Microphone 
Frequency response 100–10,000Hz (*) 
Pick-up pattern Omni-directional 
Accessories 

Included  

USB wall charger for US, EU, UK and AU, plus USB charging cable
In-flight adapters (3.5mm double mono adapter and 6.35mm adapter)
3.5mm audio cable 
Carry case, Quick set-up guide, User manual   

(*) The Bluetooth® system will reduce this bandwidth, full bandwidth audio with apt-X®

Warranty 2 years

Technical Data

MM 500-X
The new MM 500-X Stereo Bluetooth® 
headset delivers music enthusiasts on the 
road better audio experiences. Featuring 
a super comfortable around the ear fit, 
the MM 500-X offers CD quality music and 
call experiences via the new apt-X® codec, 
which delivers higher quality Bluetooth® 
audio. The headsets can connect wirelessly 
to any Bluetooth® or apt-X® enabled  
devices, such as some new Apple computers, 
Creative and Samsung music products, and 
lets you quickly switch between music and 
calls at just the press of a button. 
Sennheiser hi-fi technology and an invisible 
microphone deliver superb stereo sound 
and clear conversations wherever you are.

Benefits and Features: 
   CD quality audio reproduction with apt-X®
   Wireless freedom – Bluetooth® 2.1  
guarantees hands-free convenience  
without wires

   Invisible microphone with high- 
performance sound quality

   Direct cable option for use on airplanes, 
with an airline adapter included

   Easy headset controls in one intuitive 
cluster 

   Connect to mobiles, laptops, MP3 players, 
or in-flight entertainment systems

   2-year international warranty


